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What's new:

 Nicki Minaj goes No. 1 on Billboard Hot 100 with her debut single "Starships." Listen to 'Starships' on Apple Music AUDICA - Nicki Minaj - "Starships" Nicki Minaj goes No. 1 on Billboard Hot
100 with her debut single "Starships. Listen to 'Starships' on Apple Music AUDICA - Nicki Minaj - "Starships" Nicki Minaj has debuted at No.1 on this week's Billboard Hot 100, led by her new
single "Starships". Listen to "Starships" on Apple Music Follow Nicki on twitter: Follow Nicki on Instagram: LIKE Nicki on Facebook: DISCLAIMER: The music posted at AUDICA is for sampling
only. If you like to make your own music, posting them at AUDICA is prohibited. Use them at your own discretion. If you got copyrights over the music, SLY has no idea who they are. We are
not affiliated with any audio engine. The materials posted at AUDICA are intended for educational purposes only. Do not use plagiarism, though. Nicki Minaj's Starships is the third and final
single from the rapper's The Pinkprint album. With a heavy bass sound, the single slowly grows on you, as Nicki spits and delivers lines with a rich, colorful inflection. "Nicki Minaj is an
acronym for New Jackality, which means New York Based Barbie Doll, London Based Britney, and Cinque-Ate Eleven By Eleven Signed Off The Wu-Tang. He has every intention of killing it. He
has a lot of Calvin Klein Underwear," Nicki Minaj said. Additionally, Nicki confessed that when she looked at celebrities, she would wonder why none of them were the way she wanted them
to be, so she decided to write about it on the song. The lyrics "Holiday in Liberia you need no sun bathing/Holla codeine you sippin', you really really high...” mention her recent trip to
Liberia, 
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System Requirements For AUDICA - Nicki Minaj - Quot;Starships Quot;:

Supported system configurations: Windows 10 with Internet Explorer 11 or later Mac OS X with Safari 7 or later Linux with Firefox 26 or later Important: Apple does not permit applications
that have changed their user agent signature to continue to operate on their products, and any app that has received such an update from the developers will be removed from your device.
The application also cannot change the agent for itself to avoid removal. Please see the FAQ for a list of commonly asked questions. Key Features Sync: Stay
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